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### Bias-Corrected Matching on the Propensity Score

Number of Neighbors Chosen by Cross-Validation

Frolich Data Generating Process, Design 4, Curve 3, with Outcome Error Variance of .1

### Bias-Corrected Matching on Covariates

Number of Neighbors Chosen by Cross-Validation

Frolich Data Generating Process, Design 4, Curve 3, with Outcome Error Variance of .1

### Local Linear Matching

Bandwidth Chosen by Cross-Validation

Frolich Data Generating Process, Design 4, Curve 3, with Outcome Error Variance of .1

### Normalized Reweighting

Frolich Data Generating Process, Design 4, Curve 3, with Outcome Error Variance of .1

### Unnormalized Reweighting

Frolich Data Generating Process, Design 4, Curve 3, with Outcome Error Variance of .1

### GPE Reweighting
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